LOW COST ALTERNATIVE FOR BATHING OF INDIVIDUALS WITH DISABILITIES
We are in a recession and neither individuals nor companies have extra money to spend. But
people with disabilities still need to receive basic support for daily living, including bathing.
Unfortunately, re-modeling for accessibility is very expensive, and in many cases, not even
possible.
Our company offers a low cost alternative and we want to make sure that you are aware of this
as you work with the organizations responsible for providing a solution for their clients.
Care Giver Support Products, LLC manufactures the FAWSsit™ Fold Away Wheelchair
Shower, a completely self-contained, portable shower stall which can be used by an individual
in a wheelchair, or someone who may be at risk of slipping and falling while attempting to
access a shower or bath.
Our product costs 1/10th that of a re-model, it can be set up when needed, then folded up for
storage as soon as the bath is completed. It is completely portable and only requires a source
of warm water, such as a kitchen sink, to provide both the water for the shower and a drain to
receive the waste water that is pumped out of a collection pan during the showering. You can
see how our product works by going to our website, www.fawssit.com. The enclosed literature
illustrates the four separate models we manufacture.
The biggest benefits are ensuring skin health and safety to the patient, which keeps costs
incurred from slips, falls, and infections minimized. And, its portability allows for payment only
once for a patient, no matter where they live or how often they move. And the cost is literally
1/10th that of a re-model.
Our products are currently being purchased by numerous VA facilities for veterans, Workers’
Comp programs in several states, and by individuals with disabilities across the U.S. The
FAWSsit is endorsed by AARP, we manufacture only in the USA, and our company is owned
by a service-connected disabled veteran and women.
If you would be interested in having additional information, or if you have individuals or
organizations who you would want to be made aware of this alternative, please contact us either
by telephone, toll free at 877-329-7748, or e-mail, judy@cgsp.net.
Thank you for your time and attention to this alternative for individuals with disabilities.
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